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The answer is option 2: she slipped on a wooden jetty at her home 

and broke her wrist. 
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 Mars, accident on the 1st House draw immediately you attention 

 Mars trine Mercury, natural Ruler of the writs and Ruler of the 8th House 

 Moon in 1st (body) trine  Uranus and square Saturn (Ruler of the 3rd = wrist and Saturn 

rules the bones) 

                        

 

I made it a little bit easier for you by giving you three possible answers instead of 4. And you all 

did well. 

 

8 Astrologers participated in the Test.  5 Found the correct answer. Their answer follow below 

in order of receipt. 

 

 

 

Anne Fryer (Australia) 

uses the AH Technique 

 

 Mercury (wrist) square FMC in 1st (body) 

 Stellium in 1st – the body 

 Mars rules both Asc (Body) and 6th (illness) 

 Part of Fortune and Moon square Saturn broken bones 

 Moon square Saturn – Bones/ jetty 

 Asc. is midpoint of Mars/Sun  - accident to body 

 Sun square Saturn 

 

       

 

Susanne Tietgens (Germany) 

uses the AH Technique 

 
 Ruler of the 1st House Mars (also Ruler 6) trine Mercury in detritment in Pisces. Mars = 

fracture, Mercury = hand/arm 

 Mercury Square Floating MC 

 Sun antiscia Venus in the 3rd House / Venus Square Pluto in the 6th House (a fall is 

possible) 

 Saturn Square Moon and PF in the 1st House (bad luck for the native). Saturn = bone 

 Floating MC conjunct Northnode (NN = wrist) 
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Erika Eilert Hein (Germany) 

uses the Age Harmonic Technique 

 

 Mars in conjunct Scorpio Asc. (accident)  

 Jupiter (wood) in the 3rd House 

 Mercury in Pisces (wet jetty) square the Floating Mc 

 Saturn (bones) in 10th House in Leo (wrist) 

 Saturn Ruler of the 6th (House of illness)  and 10th House conjunct the Asc. 

 
 

 

Pierre le Gal (France) 
uses vedic astrology – ayanamsa Lahiri – Placidus House system 

 

The running period for the event is : Rahu, Mercury. 

 

Rahu I conjunct to Mars and is placed in a nakshatra of Saturn. Saturn is in the House VI 

and conjunct to Ketu. 

 Mercury rules the House III of shoulders, arms, hands and signifies the same by 

himself. Mercury is also in a nakshatra of Saturn and in a sign of Mars. Mars is in a 

nakshatra of Mercury. With Saturn in the Nodes axis in Capricorn, an accident on bones, 

nerves, articulations may occur. The injuries touch what Mercury rules. 

 

 

 
Chiarastella Ghersani (Italy) 

uses the AH Tecnique 

 

 

 Mars square Saturn risks of wrong decisions,accidents. 

 Sun and Moon at 90 degrees from Saturn it needs reflection and prudence-obstacles to 

autonomy 

 12th House in Scorpio the challenge to dangers increases  

 Mercury and Uranus in Pisces: poor alertness of mental reflexes- physiologically 

Mercury also represents the wrists 

 

 

 
Well done everybody! A new Test will be posted to the website round and about June 1st 
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